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3. Manuscript categories
   • **Original article**: Novel and original articles that clearly present the conclusions.
   • **Short report**: Short reports that make concise statements in terms of quick announcements or brief reports of studies.
   • **Review**: Evaluation or commentary of a number of research reports on a specific theme.
   • **Field study**: Reports on investigation into the allied health sciences with relevant data.
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4. Regulation size of manuscripts
   4-1 **Original article and Field study**
   • The word count limit for Original Article and Field study are 4,000 words, excluding words in tables, table legends, figure legends, title page, acknowledgments, and references.
   • The article should contain no more than 40 references.
   • The article should contain no more than a combination of 4 tables and/or figures.
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   • The word count limit for Short report and Case report are 2,000 words, excluding words in tables, table legends, figure legends, title page, acknowledgments, and references.
   • The article should contain no more than 20 references.
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